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CCCCertified ertified ertified ertified Angular JS DeveloperAngular JS DeveloperAngular JS DeveloperAngular JS Developer    
Certification CodeCertification CodeCertification CodeCertification Code    VS-1251    
Vskills certification for Angular JS Developer assesses the candidate as per the company’s 

need for web application development using Angular JS. The certification tests the 

candidates on various areas of Angular JS like bindings, modules, filters, directives routing 

and provider.  

 

PrePrePrePre----requisiterequisiterequisiterequisite : Knowledge of Javascript, HTML/HTML5, computer networking and 

internet. 

 

Why should one take this certification?Why should one take this certification?Why should one take this certification?Why should one take this certification?    
This Course is intended for web developers, programmers and graduates wanting to excel 

in their chosen areas. It is also well suited for those who are already working and would like 

to take certification for further career progression. 
 

Earning Vskills Angular JS Developer Certification can help candidate differentiate in 

today's competitive job market, broaden their employment opportunities by displaying 

their advanced skills, and result in higher earning potential.  

 

Who will benefit from taking this certification?Who will benefit from taking this certification?Who will benefit from taking this certification?Who will benefit from taking this certification?    
Job seekers looking to find employment in IT or software development departments of 

various companies, students generally wanting to improve their skill set and make their CV 

stronger and existing employees looking for a better role can prove their employers the 

value of their skills through this certification.  

Test DetailsTest DetailsTest DetailsTest Details    

• Duration:Duration:Duration:Duration: 60 minutes 

• No. of questions:No. of questions:No. of questions:No. of questions: 50 

• Maximum marks:Maximum marks:Maximum marks:Maximum marks: 50, Passing marks: 25 (50%) 

There is no negative marking in this module. 

Fee StructureFee StructureFee StructureFee Structure    

Rs. 3,499/- (Excludes taxes)* 

*Fees may change without prior notice, please refer http://www.vskills.in for updated fees  

Companies that hire Companies that hire Companies that hire Companies that hire CertifiedCertifiedCertifiedCertified    Angular JS DeveloperAngular JS DeveloperAngular JS DeveloperAngular JS Developer    
Angular JS developers are in great demand. Companies specializing in web application 

development or website development are constantly hiring skilled Angular JS developers. 

Various public and private companies also need Angular JS developers for their IT or 

software development departments. 
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1. 1. 1. 1. What is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ng----init directive?init directive?init directive?init directive?    

A. ng-init directive initializes an AngularJS Application data. 

B. ng-init directive is used to put values to the variables to be used in the application. 

C. Both of the above. 

D. None of the above 

 

2222. . . . What is applicable for currency filter?What is applicable for currency filter?What is applicable for currency filter?What is applicable for currency filter?    

A. Currency filter formats text in a currency format. 

B. Currency filter is a function which takes text as input. 

C. Both of the above. 

D. None of the above 

 

3333. . . . What is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ngWhat is applicable for ng----include directive?include directive?include directive?include directive?    

A. Embed HTML pages within a HTML page using ng-include directive 

B. Embed JS files within a HTML page using ng-include directive 

C. Both of the above. 

D. None of the above 

 

4444. . . . What MVC refers to?What MVC refers to?What MVC refers to?What MVC refers to?    

A. Model View Control 

B. Model View Controller 

C. Main View Controller 

D. Main View Control 

 

5555. . . . What is applicable for AngularWhat is applicable for AngularWhat is applicable for AngularWhat is applicable for Angular    JS expressions?JS expressions?JS expressions?JS expressions?    

A. Expressions are used to bind application data to html. 

B. Expressions are written inside double braces like {{ expression}}. 

C. Expressions behave in same way as ng-bind directives. 

D. All of the above 

 

 

Answers:      1 (C), 2 (B), 3 (A), 4 (B), 5 (D) 



 


